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When you love someone, you want the whole world to know. Through good times and bad, rain or

shine, love is unconditional.I love you wild, I love you loud,I shout it out and I feel proud. A lyrical

text from Smriti Prasadam-Halls is beautifully paired with illustrations from an exciting new talent,

Alison Brown. Share this beautiful book-perfect for story time, bedtime, or anytime-with someone

you love!
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PreS-Gr 2â€”In this warm tale, inspired by Ephesians 3: 17â€“19, two cuddly animals interact with

one another, demonstrating their love. They will always love each other, be it day or night, if the fun

is past or yet to come, or should one be right and the other be wrong. Based on their depictions in

the artwork, one animal is clearly a small aqua rabbit, while the other appears to be a stocky

lavender bear. Brown's soft, full-spread artwork nicely matches Prasadam-Halls's brief rhyming

verse. The opening spread begins with a sunrise and the friends walking along a forest path.

Subsequent scenes follow the two companions sharing a variety of activities that take them through

the seasons. They ride in a hot-air balloon, scuba dive, build a snowman, play in the rain, and read

a bedtime story. The cheerful artwork confirms the loving bond between them. This gentle,

reassuring story is a calming tale just right for family or group sharing.â€”Lynn Vanca, Freelance



Librarian, Akron, OH --This text refers to an alternate Board book edition.

â€œPrasadam-Halls's rhymed couplets have a pleasing lilt . . . The gender-neutral, cross-species

portrait of affection gives the book the potential for broad appeal--the animals' relationship could

easily be between a single or adoptive parent and his or her child, or also between two close

friends.â€• â€•Publishers Weeklyâ€œBrown's soft, full-spread artwork nicely matches

Prasadam-Halls's brief rhyming verse . . . This gentle, reassuring story is a calming tale just right for

family or group sharing.â€• â€•School Library Journal

This our favorite book. This is actually the second copy I bought, and I got this copy for my grand

daughter to read with her mother at her house.

Great book to show how much you love your little one. One of the pages in the middle of the book is

vertical unlike the others which I thought was strange but not a big deal.

I bought this for a friend's baby shower after practically wearing out our copy with my own baby.

Such a sweet and fun book to read.

Cute book...bought it for my grandson.

Great book for your child's reading collection.

Cute book! Simple and fun.

I purchased this for a baby gift and it's super cute. The board book format is well made and seems

like it will definitely hold up. The images are bright and very fun. I think that this will definitely be a

baby favorite.

This is such a great book. I didn't realize that the board format was so small. I will definitely order

the hardcover the next time. Makes a great baby shower and young children's birthday gift.

Illustrations are beautiful and story is so loving. It's a must have. This was my third purchase and

am planning to get another copy.
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